
Mobility
Improving mobility is one of the four conceptual foundations of the Northern Avenue Bridge project that designers are incorporating.
Travel demand between Downtown and the Seaport is growing, and the Fort Point Channel is a key bottleneck for all modes. Several
operating concepts  on the Northern Avenue Bridge which provide mobility benefits and allow for future flexibility have been considered
by the project team and the Mayoral Advisory Task Force. The concepts evaluated include general traffic, transit, shuttles, HOV,
pedestrians and bicyclists. All concepts would include separated bicycle facilities.
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Mobility
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Summary: The majority of trips on the bridge will be by foot, and the bridge will become popular
bicycling route as a low-stress facility separated from vehicles and pedestrians.

Summary: All key intersections  in study area remain congested under all concepts analyzed.

Summary: General traffic concepts have longest queues on the Northern Avenue Bridge. Limited
relief provided to westbound Seaport Boulevard in PM peak hour. Intersection of Seaport & Atlantic
continues to operate poorly due to I-93 North on-ramp backups.

Estimated Queue Lengths (# of cars) for Westbound Rights in 2035 PM Peak Hour 1

Summary: HOV concept moves the most people and has greatest potential throughput capacity.
General traffic concepts move less with people with more vehicles. Most people on Northern
Avenue Bridge will be walking.

Persons per Hour on Northern Avenue Bridge – PM Peak Hour (2035)

Future Travel Demand on NAB (2035)
• PM Peak Hour: 2,500 pedestrians and 260 bikes

• Westbound: 1,100 pedestrians. and 200 bikes
• Eastbound: 1,400 pedestrians and 60 bikes

• Bicycle demand is lower with no separated
facilities

Key Takeaways
• NAB provides useful link in walking and biking

network due to location along Harborwalk and
near Greenway

• Bikes using NAB would bypass Moakley/Atlantic
• Downtown and Seaport lack lower stress bike

facilities, which limits the full benefit of NAB to
bike travel
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